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New Reporting of Key Performance Indicators 
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1. Introduction 
It has been another impactful year for sustainability; one with several significant challenges 
both in terms of energy supply and materials supply chain availability due to the war in 
Ukraine, covid related global shortages creating demand and cost implications.  All of 
which has been set against an ever more salient backdrop of climate event acceleration 
and biodiversity crisis, driving a year of Net Zero community engagement around COP26 
and operational review to drive forward decarbonisation. 
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fabric, system efficiency, energy and waste management, and occupant wellbeing and 
biodiversity. 
 
This report presents both an insight into our overall operational performance and an 
overview of some of the more significant initiatives that have taken place over the 
academic year 2021/22, covering campus operations, learning and teaching support and 
research and external partnerships community engagements.  
 
2. Carbon and Utilities 
Working within Carbon Trust PAS 2060 definitions and adhering where possible to 
science-based targets, the University of Suffolk is committed to achieve carbon 
neutrality for scope 1 and 2 emissions by 2030, with a net zero trajectory for remaining 
Scope 3 and all emissions by 2050. 
 
Carbon neutrality means not adding new greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to the 
atmosphere. Where our emissions do continue, for example in campus areas still served 
by gas hot water, or heating systems these must be offset by absorbing an equivalent 
amount from the atmosphere, through carbon capture and reforestation, supported by 
carbon credit schemes. If we can achieve decarbonisation without the need to offset we ill 
seek to do so.  Net zero means cutting GHG emissions to as close to zero as possible, with 
any remaining emissions re-absorbed from the atmosphere, across the University value 
chain.  Thereby included GHG from waste, water, travel, and embodied carbon within 
buildings. 
 
Achieving carbon Net Zero at the University of Suffolk will require a combination of 
behavioural change to drive down resource usage and waste, investment in more 
sustainable systems and products, and deeper investments in major infrastructure. At the 
heart of the new Estates Strategy are step change plans to improve the efficiency and 
utilisation of the estate, which emphasise sustainability in the construction, retrofit and 
operational activities that must be undertaken to deliver our core services within the net 
zero framework.  
 
Estates is focused on the elimination of natural gas as a fuel supply for heating the estate, 
to be replaced through either air source, or ground source heat networks, or through the 
electrification of all buildings and transport. This transition is being planned in combination 
with a more efficient use of our space and enhanced building maintenance 
 
We will encourage sustainable business and commuter travel amongst our campus 
community where possible and will work with our wider community and partners to 
improve public transport options for staff and students alike to reduce carbon emissions. 
Additionally, we will seek to avoid unnecessary procurement alongside identifying more 
sustainable purchasing options to reduce our carbon footprint further.  
 
2.1 Emissions and Decarbonisation 
This reporting years emission performance builds on the success of the subsequent years’ 
achievements.  Although the overall decrease for all scopes of tCO2e is only a few 
percentages lower than 2020/21, the success is significant given the increase in campus 
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footfall post covid and the addition of the H&W building and its associated emissions into 
the campus portfolio from April. 
 
 Annual quantity of emissions in tonnes of Carbon Dioxide equivalent from the 

combustion of gas was 206.1 tCO2
e an increase of 3.5% 

 Annual quantity of emissions in tonnes of Carbon Dioxide equivalent from the 
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Expenditure 
The energy market this year has grown considerably in complexity and concerns over 
supply due to a multitude of factors. Prior to March 2022, COVID and subsequent 
lockdowns reduced the national overall demand for energy, but from end of March 
onwards commodity base load costs started to increase as things got back to normal. 
These costs were reflected in our own costs from April.   

Due to decisions to reduce gas storage and transition, the UK depleted existing gas 
reserves in 2020-2021 and were then thrown into a need to secure additional gas as 
energy demand increased post lockdown.  Additionally, the Russian invasion of Ukraine 
has greatly exacerbated an existing challenge as global events and responses continue 
to impact energy providers and stock markets due to the uncertainty and secure supply 
assurances. Russian threats to switch off gas supply, continues to cause more market 
volatility and higher prices. Increasing costs per kWh continue to be passed down to the 
UoS procurement consortium for both gas and electricity at price review and lock in 
points. 

Overall energy and water costs, after initial adjustments for 2021/22 were £809,841 an 
increase of 40.3%.  Much of the cost uplift is associated with market unit price increases, 
Graph 1 visualises this aggregated disconnect between utility consumption when set 
alongside last year’s performance. 
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how we could break contract.  Fortunately in April, the German Government took over 
the British arm of Gazprom after Gazprom exited from its German subsidiary and 
London-based subsidiaries. 

 Electricity:  
- From September 2021 to 31st March 2022, UoS consortium price lock at 0.15p 

per kWh 
- From 1 April to 31

https://www.energylivenews.com/2022/04/08/german-government-takes-control-of-uk-arm-of-gazprom/
https://www.energylivenews.com/2022/04/08/german-government-takes-control-of-uk-arm-of-gazprom/
https://www.energylivenews.com/2022/04/01/gazprom-exits-london-based-gazprom-marketing-trading/
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lighting.  However, as boundaries between energy, mobility, water, and digitalisation are 
increasingly intertwined, changes in one part of the system can have rippling and 
unexpected impacts for many areas of the University. The scope of the
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Performance changes in the Atrium and the Arts building were expected and are likely to 
fluctuate again within next year’s DEC assessments. With the refurbishment of the 
Wellbeing Building and the obsolete boiler house, many of the electrical and gas networks 
shared on this part of the campus, have been blocked, or re-rooted. Metering is split 
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With the second phase of the Long Street building retrofit currently under discussion and 
following the departure of the Wellbeing Building contractor team, this building has now 
been mothballed to save ongoing energy wastage.  
 
4.4 Hot Water Plant Waterfront 
The existing hot water plant in the Waterfront has been upgraded with a fully 
condensing, modulating ‘A’ rated gas fired water heater and solar pre-heat package 
retrofit.  Unfortunately, we are not a stage yet financially where we are able to retrofit 
the entire gas hot water heating system within the building.  The addition of the solar 
thermal PV array to the hot water system, will supplement and ameliorate a percentage 
of the carbon burden associated with the gas system.  A BMS package has been added 
to the plant to monitor and record the solar performance of the system.  With a 
pasteurisation pump included to enable maximum thermal transfer whilst still ensuring 
legionella control. 
 
4.5 DigiTech: Smart House 
The Digitec Smart House has now reached the final stage of it’s completion and is ready to 
be used as a research laboratory space by for SSI Research fellows and academic staff with 
a digital and/or sustainable living research interest, along side innovator businesses and 
partners. 
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 Lime render plaster, 

 House is designed to Passivhaus: U values for walls ranging between 0.1W/m2 K 

and 0.08W/m2 K, 

 Internal walls are non-structural and can be reconfigured to allow spaces to be 

re-organised by future occupants, 

 Panellised sections in external walls can be removed to permit future extension 

of the laboratory,  

 Timbers and coverings are screw fixed to enable the reuse of timber and 

insulation,  

 Air source heat pumps, 

 Small solar array. 

In addition to the Smart House, the site also now hosts a smaller building test bed, the 

DiSH.  Through a partnership between the University and NBC (Natural Building Systems) 

and funded with our CRF partners as a Community Renewal Fund case study, this 

building has been constructed using regenerative materials, such as hemp and timber 

and is carbon positive; having captured more carbon as the materials grew than created 

from the harvest, processing, and production.  The space will be monitored to 

understand energy efficiency, comfort, and air quality. 

 
 5. Travel Plan 
Several positive initiatives against the annual Action Plan accompanying the extant 
University Travel Plan were implemented during 2021/22.  However, the take up of the 
Cycle to Work Scheme was a little lower than in previous years, indicating the need for a 
communication refresh during academic year 22/23.     
 
Project initiatives include: 
 

 Green Roof Bike Store 
In February a new green roof lockable, 16 bay bike store was installed in the 
courtyard area between Arts and Long Street.  This facility generated 
considerable interest and not only provides a safe and secure storage area for 
staff and students, encouraging a healthy commute; but also increases our 
biodiversity and extends the wildlife habitat corridor in that area also providing 
output against the Biodiversity Action Plan.  In April the roof was planted with a 
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 Electric Cargo Bike Trial 
In collaboration with the SCC Active Travel Team, our Estates Post Room staff 
participated in a two-
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Travel to Campus Survey 21/22  
This year saw an increase in survey respondents by 8%.  Of those who participated in the 
survey, single occupancy car usage was down on the previous year, with an increase in 
the percentage of those who walk or access alternate sustainable modes of travel.  Other 
observations of note are: 
 

 the average commute distances of staff and students, with over 43% of 
respondents travelling greater distance than 10 miles on their daily commute.  
Rendering the regional availability and low cost of train and bus infrastructure 
across Suffolk, Norfolk and Essex of increasing importance if we are to extend our 
reach and continue to support equality of campus accessibility.  
 

 Improved public transport 37% and staff discounts 28% were considered the two 
most likely solutions to encouraging further uptake of alternate sustainable 
travel methods.   

 

 24% of respondents stating that none of the outline solutions would encourage 
a change in their current mode of travel. 
 

These findings will form part of AY 22/23 Travel Action Plan activities. Headline findings 
are presented in the Tables 5 and 6 below, taken from the Travel Survey report. 
 
Table 5: Headline Travel Survey Results 
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requiring greater amounts of maintenance.  Solutions for preventing limescale build-up 
are costly and will need to be built into the refurbishment programme, as any wholesale 
retrofit would require the removal of complete systems 
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The following projects have been instigated this year to great success: 
 

 Silver Award Hedgehog Friendly Campus:  
In March 2022, in collaboration with Estates, the Wildlife Society were successfully 
awarded the Silver Hedgehog Friendly Campus Award.   
 

 Student Wildlife Garden:  
Work on the student Wildlife Garden continued though out the year, with four half 
day organised engagement events. This included the construction of: 

 

 a wattle hazel fence around the pond,  

 a Phase One Habitat Survey,  

 Ground preparation and sowing of seed mix 

 Oxygenation pond plant planting 
 

 Wildflower Meadow:  
The wildflower meadow suffered during late summer following the extensive dry 
period, which provided a good learning opportunity for Students on the effects of 
climate change and planting scheme adjustments. But had a good spring and early 
summer impact.  We were delighted to record large numbers of both Dark Bush 
and Roesel Bush Crickets, in addition to Large and Small Skippers, with our hand 
sown horseshoe vetch and common birds foot trefoil providing much need foraging 
for them. 

 
Scything meadow maintenance was conducted with a group of 10 student 
volunteers during the autumn led by Suffolk Naturalists David Basham and Julian 
Dowding, followed by a Q and A session on habitat management. 

 

 Jubilee Trees 
The Queen’s Green Canopy (QGC) was a unique tree planting initiative created to 
mark Her Majesty’s Platinum Jubilee in 2022.  As part of this celebration the 
University marked the occasion through the planting of seven orchard fruit tree’s 
to represents a decade of her Majesty’s historic reign.  Species were chosen for 
their heritage value and symbolism, taking into account the robust nature of each 
tree and its ability to thrive in an urban environment. The species selected were: 
 
- Two St Edmunds Pipins, believed to have originated in Suffolk in 1875.  
- Two quince pears, believed to be of great antiquity  
- Two Plum Jubilee’s, a hardy Edwardian variety.  
- A Cherry May Duke Standard, originating from the late 18C  

 
It is also hoped that the mini jubilee orchard also introduces staff and student to 
species and varieties that they may not have seen before and when established, 
will create a visual impact through all the seasons promoting healthy eating and 
overall wellbeing.  The trees were celebrated during a plaque unveiling ceremony 
with Chancellor  Helen Pankhurst CBE and Vice Chancellor Helen Langton. 
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 Wellbeing Building and Clinic Rooms 
Basic landscaping to both the lift and clinic room entrance to the Wellbeing 
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designed to help create, sustain and support a sense of community and belonging, 
providing enablers for social and learning opportunities on campus. 
 
9.1 Raising Awareness 
Competitions can be an effective tool for raising awareness amongst the student 
population and create an output that inspires further engagement beyond the 
competition activity itself.  This reporting year, the following competitions were created 
to help make sustainability more visible within our student community, whilst 
simultaneous enabling a creative outlet for thoughts and opinions. 
 

 Sustainability Student Hub Platform 
Collaborating with the Learning Design Team, broad based introductory content to 
sustainability at the University was designed and published for our new and existing 
student cohorts.  This work forms an important foundation to students who would 
like to understand how the University approaches sustainability, with signposting to 
areas of interest that further support the student experience. 

 

 Climate and Me Competition 
In November, the UK hosted the UN Climate Change Conference (COP26) in Glasgow.  
To build momentum for this event, we invited Students to take part in a creative 
Climate and Me competition. The competition was an opportunity to vocalise views 
and raise awareness to a wider audience. Entrants were encouraged to interpret and 
explore this theme in broad and figurative ways, as well as more literal 
considerations. A wide range of students from all degree disciplines submitted 
painting, craft items, sculptures, poetry, short stories and academic essays describing 
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 Green Infrastructure: Interactions between the built environment and the natural 
environment. This includes the proposal (in development) with Suffolk County 
Council on impact of highways management on biodiversity, a wider developing 
research theme with Dr Mark Bowler on the impact of street light management on 
bats, and synergies with impact on water and air quality.  

 

 Natural Systems: air, water, land and life in our region (initial work is Suffolk 
focused). Collaboration with local authorities, community and other stakeholders. 
Development of research on understanding and management of air quality in Suffolk. 
Developing existing work on surface water quality picked up from Prof Nic Bury in 
August 2022, currently with citizen and community scientists across Suffolk and 
North Essex.  

 

 Smart House at Adastral Park: Developing facilities at the Smart House to enable 
pilot research projects in 2022-2023. Initial discussions in the May – July 2022 include 
anticipated use, available technology, development of pilot projects in collaboration 
with internal and external organisations, plans for addition of internal and external 
connectivity to the Smart House. 

 
10.2 Contributions to peer-reviewed papers, book chapters, conference 

 proceedings, other publications 
 

 Osei, G., F. Pascale, N. Delle-Odeleye and A. Pooley (2022). Green Infrastructure. 
The Palgrave Encyclopedia of Urban and Regional Futures. Cham, Springer 
International Publishing: 1-10 [online] https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-51812-
7_260-1  

 Smarter Suffolk Live Labs: Device to Decision in Public Sector Highways Invited 
presentation at Canadian embassy for Smart City technology event (focused on 
Smarter Suffolk) at Canada House, 9/06/22 

 University of Suffolk Smart House: Developing a facility for interdisciplinary 
collaborative sustainability research in an innovative domestic environment 
Presentation at UoS RKE conference (focused on Smart House) at University of 
Suffolk 30/06/22 

 Ayati, B., Newport, D., Wong, H. and Cheeseman, C. (2022). Acid activated 
smectite clay as pozzolanic supplementary cementitious material. Cement and 
Concrete Research Volume 162 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cemconres.2022.106969 

 Ayati, B., Newport, D., Wong, H. and Cheeseman, C. 2022. Low-carbon cements: 
Potential for low-grade calcined clays to form supplementary cementitious 
materials. Cleaner Materials Volume 5. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.clema.2022.100099 

 

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.1007%2F978-3-030-51812-7_260-1&data=05%7C01%7CJustine.Oakes%40uos.ac.uk%7Cd304407ab9e64f92deae08daaab5c567%7Cee265dd904ad41b7b409e6699705d35d%7C0%7C0%7C638009994915433702%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=EQGj76WIxOxoeKGpj4R27OgzL0S7FVDQcz%2BcwW8xEU0%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.1007%2F978-3-030-51812-7_260-1&data=05%7C01%7CJustine.Oakes%40uos.ac.uk%7Cd304407ab9e64f92deae08daaab5c567%7Cee265dd904ad41b7b409e6699705d35d%7C0%7C0%7C638009994915433702%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=EQGj76WIxOxoeKGpj4R27OgzL0S7FVDQcz%2BcwW8xEU0%3D&reserved=0
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ceramic as filtration media for industrial wastewater. Journal of Cleaner 
Production. P 282 (Art.124546). https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclepro.2020.124546 

10.3  Grant Funding Applications 

 Funding application to NERC, redirected to ESRC and currently for an open call 
(£1m/4 yrs). Partners onboard/agreed, including UCL.  

 Further applications to be submitted this AY for a small grant (£40k) with 
community partner to AHRC.  

 Further grants through Leverhulme/Wellcome being explored.  

 Application for CRF challenge fund project with Natural Building Systems- £5k. 

 Drafting application for R & D facilities funding (HEIF) for 3D printing project with 
Connect Energy – expected £5k- to print a model of CE battery storage solution. 

 Smarter Suffolk Adaptive Lighting Project: application by request of SCC. £70,000. 
With Prof Nicholas Caldwell, School of EAST. Awaiting installation of technology 
by SCC prior to confirmation.  

 Highways management impact on biodiversity to SCC: application by approach 
and request of SCC. Dr Hannah Steventon currently in informal discussions with 
SCC, potential value £240,000, with Dr Andres Arce and Dr Mark Bowler, School 
of EAST. In progress. 

 MRC Application In collaboration with UEL, Kingston University and UoS for 
Indoor Air Quality Monitoring on newly retro fitted residences(150K) 
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 Development and organisation of annual Data Hackathon for computing and data 
students (Oct 22, next planned for Nov 22) 

 Organised and ran collaborative workshop with BT and computing lecturers to 
develop multiple computing projects for MSc, BSc and DTS.   

 Developed socio-digital projects with ICSJ for offer to psychology and criminology 
students 

 Support for dissertation project for SCC / UoS Civil Engineering Apprentice 

10.8 SMART house initial and emerging case studies and research projects 
Work in Smart House continues to include development as research and educational 
facility. Projects are being broadly developed by: 

 Workshop with BT Applied Research and computing lecturers 

 Liaison with BT and other partners 

 Discussions with criminology, social justice and psychology researchers and 
lecturers 

 Liaison with multiple technology providers 

 Collaboration with local authorities 

10.9  Natural Building Systems (NBS Ltd) Project. (£25K) 
The project was funded was to work in collaboration with NBS Ltd to take there To 


